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Meteorological research into fore-
cast and prediction models for
severe weather is poised for dra-

matic advances over the next several
years. Forecast models have, for some
time, been able to utilize data from the
100 or so WSR-88D “Doppler” radars
deployed throughout the continental
US. The community is now moving
toward gathering observational data in
real time to obtain forecasts based on
up-to-the-minute weather conditions.
Additionally, compact high-definition
regional sensors that will provide
detailed data about the lower 3 km of
the atmosphere are now under develop-
ment. These sensors will generate data
at rates an order of magnitude higher
than the Doppler radars, thus posing a
daunting challenge for researchers to
manage the wealth of information. Our
group at Indiana University is address-

ing the data-management aspects of
real-time forecasting as part of the larg-
er Linked Environments for Atmospher-
ic Discovery (LEAD) project (http://lead.
ou.edu).1

A particularly vexing problem is the
lack of tools to help researchers make
sense of the expanded information
space. General search, tagging, and pub-
lishing tools let users construct person-
al, manageable views of the Internet’s
information space, but the tools in
widespread use are poorly suited to
managing scientific data for several rea-
sons. First, the Internet’s general shar-
ing model is write by a single source
and read-only by many. The ability to
tag read-only data objects for later
access via bookmarks is useful for gen-
eral Internet use, but scientific users
must be able to operate on bookmarked
objects and store the derived objects
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Sophisticated data-distribution schemes and recent developments in sensors and

instruments that can monitor the lower kilometers of the atmosphere at high

levels of resolution have rapidly expanded the quantity of information available

to mesoscale meteorology. The myLEAD personalized information-management

tool helps geoscience users make sense of this vastly expanded information space.

MyLEAD extends the general Globus Metadata Catalog Service and leverages a

well-known general and extensible schema. Its orientation makes it an active

player in large-scale distributed computation environments characterized by

interacting grid and Web services.



with histories, including their origins in the
bookmarked objects (that is, their provenance).
Second, the Internet’s default availability model
for data objects (Web pages) is group or world
access. In scientific investigation, access must
default to user only, but give researchers the
option of granting access to a broader audience.
Finally, scientific users must be able to control
the number, type, and meaning of attributes
describing any given data object — information
that is highly guarded as trade secrets by today’s
search engines.

As part of the LEAD project in mesoscale — or
regional-scale — meteorology, our group at Indi-
ana University developed myLEAD, an active, per-
sonal catalog for managing scientific metadata.

The tool includes specialized facilities for search,
content storage, data-object cataloging, and active
engagement, through which users can capture new
data objects. MyLEAD extends the Globus Meta-
data Catalog Service (MCS),2 a well-known gener-
al metadata catalog tool.

Requirements
Indiana University’s myLEAD tool is, at its core, a
metadata catalog. It stores the metadata associat-
ed with data products generated and used in the
course of scientific investigation. The data prod-
ucts themselves reside either in the database along
with the metadata or in a separate storage reposi-
tory. The tool’s main benefit is that it organizes
and keeps track of all relevant information for
experimental runs, including users’ preferred com-
pute servers, scripts and input files, associated
documentation, the generated data products’
provenance, and run status. MyLEAD is targeted
toward mesoscale meteorology researchers and
high school and college students studying weath-
er. The system’s requirements are best illustrated
with the following simple scenario.

One morning, Ann, a scientist at Oklahoma
University, begins research into the supercell (a

convective storm with strong vertical winds) that
produced 14 tornados across north-central and
northeastern Illinois on 20 April 2004. She logs
on to her laptop, opens a browser, and brings up
the LEAD portal, hosted at Indiana University
(http://lead.extreme.indiana.edu:9080/uPortal).
Through the site, she clicks on the myLEAD port-
let to create an investigation, which she names
supercellApr04. Ann then opens another win-
dow in the LEAD portal to browse her myLEAD
catalog for a workflow template that she will
customize for this investigation. She searches for
the observational files that will initialize the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model,3

and configures the workflow script to include the
data transformations that must take place for
model results to be analyzed by a data-mining
algorithm as the last step in the workflow.

General Issues
Underlying this simple scenario, a wealth of dif-
ferent data objects must be moved, stored,
accessed, and staged. The observational data used
as input to the model might come from airplanes,
satellites, buoys, and balloons, or it could be real-
time streaming data from Doppler radars or sen-
sors. The model might use files from grid-based
data-assimilation systems or checkpoints from pre-
vious model runs. Then there are the parameter
files, data-analysis results, performance histories,
and investigation notes that must be captured and
stored for later use. Data can be stored in a range
of formats, including compressed, binary, image,
and text. The meteorologist must be able to search
for data sets, convert between formats, and use the
new products as input to the model. Finally, the
data objects must be private unless the user explic-
itly chooses to make selected objects available to
other researchers.

The key requirements implicit in this exam-
ple fall into two general categories: system-level
and data-model requirements. Each presents dis-
tinct challenges that we must integrate into
a workable solution in developing a data-
management tool.

System-level requirements are driven by the
system’s service-oriented architecture (SOA). The
tool must:

• support concurrency with hundreds to thou-
sands of instances of a personal catalog,

• employ a data replication mechanism to ensure
fault tolerance,
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to the model might come from
airplanes, satellites, and balloons,
or Doppler radars or sensors.



• ensure secure access to items in users’ catalogs,
and

• catalog products in real time as they are
generated.

In contrast, data-model requirements derive
from the need to provide search, storage, and
browsing capabilities. The tool must provide:

• rich search capabilities over personal collections,
• rich metadata descriptions that include appli-

cation-level characteristics, usage, and prove-
nance, and

• the ability to add attributes seamlessly to exist-
ing metadata descriptions.

The personal information-management tool must
operate as one component in a loosely coupled,
wide-area distributed system. The SOA4 endorsed
by the Global Grid Forum (www.ggf.org) provides
one way to organize these wide-area systems. In
an SOA, distributed components are coded as Web
services, which means they conform to standard
ways of communicating, describing themselves to
enable automated discovery, and so on. Because
myLEAD is built as a Web service, the tool can
more easily integrate with the scientific databases
and other data resources on the Grid, thus enabling
interorganizational groups to leverage each other’s
data resources.

Data Model Requirements
As an information space grows, the search capa-
bility over that space must become richer. For
instance, we can accomplish this by scanning text
documents and building indexes for them. Given
that data products in mesoscale meteorology are
generally large binary data files, however, we must
use other approaches to enhance search capabili-
ties. One way to do this is to augment typical
Unix-type attributes and syntactic metadata
(describing how a binary file is laid out) to capture
application-specific metadata such as a data prod-
uct’s spatial and temporal aspects.

Meteorological research data resides in multi-
ple forms in numerous repositories served by var-
ious kinds of data servers. For example, a data
product might be located on an NFS-mounted file
system, a high-performance storage server (HPSS),
an OpenDAP data server,5 an HTTP or FTP server,
or a local disk mounted from a storage-area
network; it might even arrive as a data stream (a
time-stamped sequence of events) by means of a

data-distribution network. To provide uniform
access to products located across heterogeneous
storage media, we model myLEAD after such tools
as Thematic Realtime Environmental Distributed
Data Services (THREDDS),6 MCS,2 and Storage
Resource Broker (SRB).7 Each of these tools locates
the metadata about all data products in a separate
catalog, sometimes stored at separate locations
from the actual data objects.

In scientific investigation, a deeper under-
standing of a data product often emerges only
after significant study. Hence, metadata catalogs
must provide dynamically expandable descrip-
tions — that is, they must let users add descrip-
tive attributes that are as easily searchable as the
original attributes for existing data objects.
Indeed, this is one of the MCS tool’s strengths,
and the primary reason we chose to use it in
developing myLEAD.

MyLEAD Functionality
The myLEAD architecture consists of three prima-
ry functional units: a server-side service, a client-
side service, and a user interface. Starting at the
bottom of Figure 1 and working up, the myLEAD
service is a persistent grid service built on top of a
relational database management system (RDBMS).
The myLEAD service extends the MCS schema and
interface; MCS is built on top of the Open Grid
Services Architecture Data Access and Integration
(OGSA-DAI) Web service8 — a set of generic grid
services that provide access to any database man-
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Figure 1. MyLEAD architecture. The myLEAD service is a persistent
grid service providing storage and access to a user’s information
space. The myLEAD agent is a transient  Web service that interacts
with other services on the user’s behalf. The user manages his or her
space through the LEAD portal.
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agement system. As Figure 1 illustrates, OGSA-DAI
interacts with the database using Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC), bringing the DBMS onto the
grid by providing a generic query-and-update Web
service interface to it.

The MCS catalog service extends OGSA-DAI by
providing methods to access particular tables in the
database schema. MyLEAD extends the schema fur-
ther with support for spatial and temporal attributes
and for "experiments" as entities. These extensions
are supported through added methods for database
access (shown as an additional box in the OGSA-DAI
rectangle) and making performance improvements
over MCS by means of database-stored procedures
(shown as cubes to the left of the RDBMS). Eventu-
ally, replicated myLEAD servers will be distributed

across the LEAD test bed, achieving reliability
through a master–slave replication scheme.

The next level up is the myLEAD agent, a
transient, short-lived service that serves a single
user for a single session. As such, numerous
agents will exist at any one time — each tasked
with representing a user during an experimental
run. As Figure 1 shows, the agent embeds the
MCS client, which is a Java interface to the
myLEAD service. MyLEAD provides additional
functionality on top of the MCS interface for
negotiating with other services that carry out the
user’s experiment.

At the user-interface level, clients (users) inter-
act with myLEAD through the LEAD portal. The
tool provides several portlets for managing, brows-
ing, and searching personal information spaces.

MyLEAD Catalog
The myLEAD data model consists of the following
elements:

• investigations comprising one or more experi-
ments;

• collections comprising one or more logical
files;

• views, or groups of logical files that belong to
multiple collections;

• user-defined complex attribute types;
• predefined spatial and temporal attribute types;

and
• an abstraction hierarchy that maps from a low-

level vocabulary, such as “dx” and “dy” (mark-
ing the diagonals of bounding boxes), to
higher-order concepts.

MyLEAD supports this extra functionality by
extending OGSA-DAI’s modular design, which
allows extensions by means of additional activi-
ties. An activity enables state retention across con-
nections to the database, iterative entry building,
and complex triggering schemes. By building
support for complex geoscience types into the
database-management system, we can enforce
consistency constraints that ensure its appropriate
use, and offer more intuitive querying than MCS
could otherwise provide.

MyLEAD also provides higher-level functions
over the data model. For instance, it introduces a
bulk loading capability, associated with the
create collection operator, to be used if a col-
lection describes a set of logical files — say, those
created as part of a single WRF model run. In one
step, myLEAD lets the client create a logical col-
lection in the metadata catalog and register a list
of logical files named in the command as members
of that collection.

The document interface exported by OGSA-
DAI also serves as the interface to the myLEAD
metadata catalog. That is, the agent communicates
with the server by passing XML documents that
encode one or more activities that the server is to
perform on the users’ behalf. A typical perform
document might contain a query to the database
as the first action, followed by instructions on
where to ftp the results. OGSA-DAI supports this
functionality through built-in activities for query-
ing databases, exposing management information
about databases, and transporting results back to
the user.

MyLEAD Agent
The myLEAD agent is a transitory grid service that
works on the user’s behalf to negotiate with other
services in generating metadata and storing,
recording, and accessing data products generated
and used during investigations. It performs sever-
al tasks, including:
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control over the mechanisms for
publishing data products to the
larger community.



• representing the user in negotiations with other
Web services (to complete a metadata template
to register a new collection, for example),

• initiating file movement to the storage
repository,

• ensuring consistency between the storage
repository and myLEAD, and

• managing the space available locally to the
user.

Although the agent’s functionality could be imple-
mented as part of the server-side service and
instantiated whenever a user needs to access a
database, we believe an agent model enables better
extensibility. The agent can take on characteristics
other than database access; for example, it can
perform rule-based decision-making, thus enabling
sophisticated negotiations with other services. This
separation of functionality — between a transient
client-focused service and a persistent service that
provides database-style access — is an important
distinction to preserve.

MyLEAD stores metadata about data objects,
but the actual data objects reside in separate
repositories. A repository could be as simple as a
local file system, but an emerging solution is to
employ a storage repository such as Replica Loca-
tor Service (RLS),9 Storage Resource Broker (SRB),7

or Storage Resource Manager (SRM).10 These
repositories generally provide a grouping abstrac-
tion (sometimes called a container) for storing files
and provide location-transparent data storage and
access by mapping a physical path name to a
location-transparent logical name. Though the
myLEAD metadata catalog could work with any
of these repository tools, SRM and SRB tightly
couple a different metadata catalog to their stor-
age systems.

MyLEAD Portal Interface
Figure 2 shows the LEAD portal — the primary
entry point for user access to LEAD services. Sci-
entific investigators working in the portal can use
the buttons on the left-hand side to invoke differ-
ent functionality. The tree in the left pane of the
Workspace window depicts the user’s information
space in hierarchical form, showing three experi-
ments. The second experiment includes three input
observational files (NEXRAD, GOES, and METAR), as
well as a file containing input parameters.
MyLEAD holds the files generated from the model
run in a collection labeled WRF-output. When the
user clicks an entity such as myInvestigation,

the portal depicts the associated metadata along
the right-hand side of the screen (in this case, in
the upper box). MyLEAD’s browsing capabilities
extend earlier work done at Indiana University on
myGridContext.11

Service Interaction
Figure 3 illustrates the service interactions that
take place during an experiment’s execution. We
use it to demonstrate the control flow between
myLEAD’s service components in support of a
user investigation. The user initiates action by cre-
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Figure 2. MyLEAD browser in the LEAD portal. The left side of the
interface shows a tree organization of the user’s space. Clicking an
entry in the tree brings up an associated metadata description.

Figure 3. Interface to myLEAD service. A myLEAD agent, acting on
behalf of a single user, interacts with other services to catalog data
products captured during the investigation.
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ating a new experiment at the portal (as when
Ann created supercellApr04 in the earlier
example). The portal notifies the myLEAD catalog
service, which creates a new experiment entry in
the metadata catalog. From that point on, all data
products used or created in that experiment are
recorded as associated with it until the experiment
terminates or the scientist switches to another
experiment (step 1).

When the user selects a host site for executing
the WRF model — in this example, the US Nation-
al Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
— the catalog service spawns a myLEAD agent
(step 2) to act on the user’s behalf throughout the
session. A factory at NCSA (the site at which the
user will be initiating model runs) creates the
myLEAD agent to represent the user during the
capture, storage, and retrieval of metadata.

Once the experiment is set, the user constructs
the workflow visually through the portal by graph-
ically connecting computational components,
searching for new input files, and graphically link-
ing the resulting filenames to the computational
elements’ input sources. Once the workflow script
is configured, the user launches it at the designat-
ed site (step 3).

The simple script in our example runs a single
instance of the WRF model for some number of
time steps before invoking a postprocessing data-
mining algorithm on the resulting files. The script’s
sequenced execution is step 4 in the figure.

When the model is under a workflow script’s
control, the script makes the decision regarding
where to store the output files generated during
this model’s execution. Given that postprocessing
of the files is immediate (that is, data mining is the
next major step in the script), the workflow can
store them as intermediate files to temporary space
at NCSA. To determine where such space exists, the
workflow consults the active myLEAD agent (step
5), which looks up the proper location and
responds to the script (step 6) — in this case, to
/var/tmp/wrf_tmp. Today, meteorologists hard-
code into the input parameter file the path name
to the scratch space on their favorite machines. As
computations move onto widely distributed grid
platforms, however, information such as file sys-
tem paths must be determined dynamically.

Next, the script executes the data-mining task
on the results. The myLEAD agent interacts with
the workflow to ensure that the analysis results are
recorded to myLEAD and that the analysis file is
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Related Work in Metadata Management

Several projects have also explored
metadata management for scientific

user communities working in a Web ser-
vices environment.

MyLEAD shares much in common with
the MyGrid Information Repository,1 which
manages information for bioinformatics
researchers using a native XML database.
Both systems gather and store information
for users while they conduct science
experimentation. MyGrid IR emphasizes
textual documents, such as index support,
because much bioinformatic information is
textual, whereas myLEAD primarily sup-
ports large binary files. Hence, myGRID IR
supports information retrieval on text doc-
uments while myLEAD is investigating
automated generation of application-
domain attributes.

The Network for Earthquake Engineer-
ing Simulation Grid (NEESgrid)2 metadata
catalog is built on the Resource Description
Framework. RDF’s basic building block —

the subject-predicate-object — supports
the representation of complex relationships
between entities at a very fine granularity.
Because myLEAD doesn't demand that fine
a granularity level, we use a relational data
model instead.MyLEAD requires the query
efficiencies that SQL achieves because of its
strong theoretical foundations.

MySpace3 is a tool developed for
astronomy researchers to manage the
large federation of data archives the com-
munity shares. It creates “swatches”
(shared spaces that cross multiple file sys-
tems) shared by a community in the data
archives for cached and persistent data
and provides common query access over
the cached and persistent space, both of
which are organized as file systems.
Because myLEAD is oriented toward rich
application metadata, a file system solution
isn’t viable.

MyGridContext4 is an earlier version
of myLEAD that managed metadata for a

user.MyLEAD expands on the simpler data
model of myGridContext by adding sup-
port for application metadata, as well as
support for controlled publishing of prod-
ucts to a larger community.
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moved to a persistent store (step 7). The workflow
passes the completed metadata description and a
pointer to the analysis file to the myLEAD agent,
which invokes an FTP service to move the file to
the storage repository service (step 8). The
myLEAD agent then writes the resulting logical
name into the metadata description and adds the
entry to its metadata catalog (step 9).

We demonstrated myLEAD at Supercomputing
2004 as part of the LEAD portal demo, but it is

a work in progress. By leveraging existing projects
(MCS and OGSA-DAI), we quickly developed a
prototype implementation to elicit early feedback
from scientists and move on to more challenging
issues. Future work will focus on four key areas:

• immutable experiments,
• agent services,
• publishing, and
• building trust.

Immutable experiments allow users to reuse experi-
ments, in full or part, without destroying the integri-
ty of earlier investigations. The proactive agent infers
new metadata from the context of active experi-
ments through case-based reasoning. The user must
have complete control over the mechanisms for pub-
lishing data products to the larger community. The
system must also convey visual cues that build the
user’s trust — perhaps by guiding the user through a
set of Web pages in a portlet that convey a sense of
entering a secure space. Publishing of data products
would then be allowed only within that secure space.
Support for these four features will complete the
base functionality of the system. An initial release is
planned for Spring 2005.
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